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In 1985, desiring a meaningful, high-paced career in public service, Rachel Wentz left her university studies
to become a firefighter/paramedic. Only the eighth woman hired by the Orlando Fire Department, a highly
competitive department steeped in tradition, Wentz excelled, completing an AS in Fire Science, a master’s in
public administration, and numerous specialized training courses to prepare her for an administrative
position within the department. Wentz spent eleven years with OFD, experiencing a career that was every bit
as exciting and challenging as she had sought. A moving, candid, and eloquent memoir, Let Burn recounts
her experiences as a firefighter/paramedic, during which time she witnessed aspects of life and death few
people are privy to, experiences that shaped her as a professional and as a person. From the rigorous
demands of training to the extraordinary calls Wentz responded to, Let Burn details the gratifying aspects of
the field, but also demonstrates the precarious nature of the job: a heated altercation at the scene of an
industrial fire leads to Wentz losing almost everything she’s worked for and the dramatic end of a storied
career. In vivid detail, Let Burn provides a firsthand glimpse into the hidden world of firefighting and
emergency medicine.
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From reader reviews:

Michelle Johnson:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to find out everything in the world. Each book has different aim or goal; it means that e-book has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they have because their hobby is reading a book. How about the person who don't like reading
through a book? Sometime, man feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you will want this Let Burn.

Brian Smith:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold
on guys this kind of aren't like that. This Let Burn book is readable by you who hate the straight word style.
You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving perhaps decrease
the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with Let Burn content conveys prospect
easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just
different by means of it. So , do you still thinking Let Burn is not loveable to be your top checklist reading
book?

Tracy Rendon:

The reserve with title Let Burn has a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of benefit
after read this book. That book exist new know-how the information that exist in this reserve represented the
condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to learn how the improvement of the world. This book
will bring you inside new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-book on the smart phone, so you can
read the idea anywhere you want.

Alejandro Colon:

The book untitled Let Burn contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains your ex idea with easy
method. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do definitely not worry, you can easy to
read the item. The book was written by famous author. The author provides you in the new era of literary
works. You can actually read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or device, so
you can read the book with anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can
start their official web-site and order it. Have a nice read.
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